The success rate of pregnancy in IUI cycles following endometrial sampling. A randomized controlled study: endometrial sampling and pregnancy rates.
The aim of this work was to compare the pregnancy rates during IUI cycles with or without endometrial sampling. A prospective, randomized study. 150 patients were recruited. They were classified into three groups. Each comprised 50 patients. Group 1 was considered the control group and underwent IUI with no endometrial sampling. Group 2 underwent Tao Brush endometrial sampling on day 8-9 of the uterine cycle that preceded the stimulation cycle, and finally, Group 3 underwent Tao Brush endometrial sampling on day 8-9 of the same IUI cycle OUTCOME OF THE STUDY: A positive pregnancy test. Pregnancy percentages were 18, 38, and 36 % for group 1, group 2, and group 3, respectively. The paired t test was used to compare each two individual group means. The results show a highly significant value for the paired t test of the control group and group 2 of the patients (p = 0.001), as well as a highly significant results (p = 0.002) for the group 3 and the control group. No significant value was present between the group 2 and 3 of patients (p = 0.322). Endometrial sampling significantly increases pregnancy rates in IUI procedures when it is done in the proliferative phase of the IUI cycle, or the cycle prior to IUI, than pregnancy rates with IUI alone.